Mandela defends ANC policies

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Nelson Mandela said Monday he seeks a South Africa that is fair to both whites and blacks, and he in­ sisted that violence against apartheid is justified.

The 71-year-old black leader, enjoying his first full day of freedom after 27 years in prison, defended the policies of his African National Congress broad­ cast according to Tom It ask. Election turnout in election history, ac­ cording to Lynn Ramsay, the Student Senate calls for consistent JWP policies

By SANDRA WIEGAND

The cancellation of the Freshman Class Formal was based on unspecific regula­ tions regarding Junior Par­ents' Weekend and was im­ posed after minimal input by the students involved, ac­ cording to a resolution passed by Student Senate on Monday.

"Inconsistent residence hall policies" were the main cause of the cancellation, ac­ cording to the resolution. Some rectors, for example, questioned students' rights to have social gatherings in­ volving alcohol consumption that weekend.

The resolution requests that the Office of Junior Parent Af­ fairs specify what events can be planned during the week­ end and "issue a consistent written statement concern­ ing residence hall policies during Junior Parents' Weekend" regarding alcohol consumption and parietals.

A lack of communication between the Office of Student Affairs, the Student Activities Office and Student Government was apparent in the fact that the decision to cancel the formal was made without the knowledge of the Freshman Class Council, ac­ cording to Lynn Ramsay, Freshman Class President.

The resolution states that the issue of communication will be turned over to the Campus Life council, who will formulate a more spe­ cific proposal to improve student input on student-rela­ ted decisions.

Due to the cancellation, the sophomore class has ex­ tended an invitation to students for "JWP Take-Away," a weekend trip to Chicago on Feb. 17 and 18. The cost of the trip is $60 and includes transportation, lodging, tickets to Second City and extra time for sightseeing.

The resolution, Bradford J. Sasin

Pasin and Sanchez go to Wednesday run-off

By PETER LOFTUS

A run-off election for student body president and vice presi­ dent has been scheduled for this Wednesday, and the results captured 50 percent of the vote in the election held Monday.

4,114 students cast th e ir votes Monday, the biggest turnout in election history, ac­ cording to Tom It ask. Election turnout in election history, ac­ cording to Lynn Ramsay, the Student Senate calls for consistent JWP policies

"We're very happy with the turnout," Sanchez said after the results were announced at 9 p.m. in the Student Senate office in the Student Center.

"It shows people are interested in what's going on," Tombar said.

"We commend the other ticket­ s for a job well done," said Pasin. "Now we're going to get out and campaign as soon as we can."

Pasin said that he and Tombar planned to do as much door-to-door campaigning as possible before the run-off elec­ tion.

"We're very pleased to be in the run-off election," Smith said. She said that she and Sanchez were going to start campaigning as soon as possible.

"It's not over until Wednesday," said Sanchez.

Smith said that her ticket hoped to get more people out to vote. She and Sanchez hope to sway to their side the students who did not vote in Monday's election, Smith said.

"We're always confident until the end," Sanchez said.

The run-off election will be held Wednesday between 11 a.m.-1 p.m. and 5 p.m.-7 p.m.

Rask said that the campaign race went well and that any problems that arose were minor compared to past years.

Student Senate calls for consistent JWP policies

By JOHANNA KELLY

The Notre Dame Mock Trial Association, an undergraduate group affiliated with the Pre­ Law Society, is participating in the national competition at Drake University School of Law in Des Moines, Iowa, on February 17.

"This is the first year Notre Dame has ever participated in the national competition," said Megan Hines, a senior member of the team. "That's why this is so ex­ citing."

There are approximately 69 teams entered in the competi­ tion, with each team consisting of six students. Notre Dame is sending eight students who will each take part in some portion of the trial, said Hines. The majority of the students are se­ niors as a result of conflicts with Junior Parents Weekend, Hines added.

The team has been practic­ ing since August, Hines said. The participants practiced role­ playing and were helped by sev­ eral local lawyers and Notre Dame alumni, said Congreve and Kathy Zelenock, third year law students, also greatly aided the group, Hines said.

"I'm very impressed with the dedication," said Hines.

At the national competition, the teams will be evaluated on their merit and performance, with performance taking prefer­ ence, Hines said. The team with the best record, verdicts included, will take top honors.

"I'm sure that our prepara­ tion will pay off," said Hines.
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To go to 'Brare or not is option worth studying

It's a lovely Saturday afternoon, but I must study. Studying in my room is out of the question, with a VCR, video games, a TV and an electronic keyboard as alternatives. So I get to the Hesburgh Memorial Library (the 'Brare for lazy types) because it has few or no distractions.

I arrive at about 2 o'clock, climb the stairs and do laps around the second floor. I look for a table to sit at, but can't find any. I look for people I know, and find a few. I say the same thing to each person ("What're you studying? What'd you do last night? What're you doing tonight?"). I'm brilliant at conversation.

For a change, I decide to get a study room. I set up camp and realize it's time for a study break.

I descend into the smoke-filled pit and buy a Dr Pepper. Then I call my room on the campus phones. Nothing's new.

Back in the secluded study cell, I ponder what to write about. No ideas come up. guesses: time for another study break.

UNIOC's always fun. I sit down and begin to read, eventually with the "key word" mode. I find that "k-washingston" has the most entries—1,255. "k-hounley" horror has none. "k-procrastination" has two.

I quickly get tired of UNIOC and go to the personnel room. I flip through such intriguing publications as "Opera News," "Canadian Geographic," and "Personnel Management." As many, if not more, distractions as my Saturday at the Brare? The Brare has just closed.

It's now 5 o'clock, and I realize that I've missed two UNIOC events that I should have stayed there.

One witicism reads, "ND #1. " Miami #2. ND #3. " They are the three most prominent universities."

But the racial protest, over a vote of the white members of the city school board to dismiss Norward Rousell, sell, the city's first black school superintendent, seemed to mark the end of the sit-ins. The state w ill pay Second Chance Halfway House Inc., said H. Christian DeBruyn, director of Campus Ministry Sr. Mary Turgi, CSC, will fol­ low. Admission is free. For more information call 284-4521.

Theodore's Valentine Celebrity Auction will take place tonight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Door prizes will be given away. All are welcome.

Billionaire developer Donald Trump, who sepa­ rated from his wife Ivana Monday, had the foresight to perfect the art of the prenuptial deal. According to columnist Liz Smith, who broke the story in Sunday's New York Daily News, their agreement has been updated for the last time two years ago. If the split sticks, Ivana gets $25 million, plus their Greenwich, Conn., mansion and pension for their three children. Donald keeps everything else — a business and real estate empire worth somewhere between $1.7 billion and $4 billion.

The Saint Mary's College justice education program will present "Missing," the third film in the program's spring series, tonight at 7 p.m. in Carroll Auditorium of Maudela Hall. A discussion led by Assistant Direc­ tor of Career & Placement Sr. Mary Turgi, CSC, will fol­ low. Admission is free. For more information call 284-4521.
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Frustration

A young cat stares longingly at two chickens which have invaded its yard, but the frustrated feline is led up to prevent it chasing the fowl in the central Chinese city of Wuhan.

SEX AND THE SINGLE NOTRE DAME CHRISTIAN

PART II

"You have taught me to feel shame and disgust about my body, so that I am ashamed to clear my throat or blow my nose...You taught me an indelible fear of sexuality. I'm not sure I have any left underneath this baked-on crust of shame and disgust." - Garrison Keillor

In discussing our sexuality, distinction should be made between who we are and what we do. We are not essentially bad. We are made in the image and likeness of a God called love and are, at the core, a reflection of who God is. God - by definition as well as nature - is not bad, so we are not essentially bad. What we do is a manifestation of who we are, but not the essence of who we are. If we are not able to distinguish between what we do and who we are, then when we do what is bad we consider ourselves to be bad.

That's the difference between shame and guilt. The shame-based person says: "I am wrong." The healthy person is in touch with his or her guilt and says: "I do wrong." In theological language, the distinction is the difference between admitting, "I am a sinner (guilt)" and "I am no good (shame)."

Many of the deeds that lead to holiness can also lead to sin. We desire to be one with God, and know that we cannot be God. On the one hand we accept our dependence upon God (holiness). On the other we act as if we have unique powers, knowledge or love from God which makes us equal to God or we turn inward, separating ourselves from God (sin). Much of life is fluctuation between those two tendencies. We are all sinners, but that does not imply that we are all good.

In Christian understanding we are created as a physical expression of who God is. The center of Christian belief about who we are is the incarnation: the Word (loving expression) of God made humanity physical and subject to all laws of the physical. According to this belief, the life, death and resurrection of Jesus has totally and forever changed our understanding of who we are. So, the answer to the question: "who are you?" is, in Christian terms, "I am, the physical expression of the essence of being." Try that on for your next dance?

In the first part of this series, sexuality was preliminarily defined as "the human way of being in and relating to the world." To the extent that this is an office, sexuality, at its best, is a physical expression of who God is.

The scriptures have various joyous and holy sexual expressions, particularly in sections of the Song of Songs and the Psalms. Christian teaching while it has an ambivalent history in this regard, always comes back to the conclusion that sex is good and holy. The sexual arousal sitting in our bodies is the basis of our creativity and our ability to be God's presence on earth.

We are sexual beings. If we believe we are shameful and disgusting, then we see sex as shameful and disgusting. If we believe sex to be shameful and disgusting, then we see ourselves as shameful and disgusting. To the extent that we are not consciously involved in affirming who we are and all are others, to that extent we are sexually non-integrated and our sexuality appears in disintegrated ways.

Sexual integration is a growing process that continues through our entire lives. More and more, the sexually integrated Christian is comfortable with his or her body and is able to communicate God's love - with appropriate boundaries - in the beauty and intensity of all his or her relationships. S/he is not ashamed of being a sexual person and is comfortable with discussing sexual issues. The sexually integrated Christian knows s/he is more an issue of sharing than of taking or receiving. There is no sense of shame, but there is an ability to feel and then move beyond the guilt associated with infidelity to a specific moral code.

Remember the fictitious case study of Bill in part one of this series. He got the impression that he is basically bad and that sexuality is basically bad. Thus, for him, to be a sexual person is bad. But it is not possible to not be sexual, unless one is physically dead.

So, Bill has to be sexual, whether he wants to be or not. How he is sexual is determined by the extent to which he is consciously, fully involved in sexual decisions. In his case, there is no conscious involvement in his sexuality, so it is manifest through obsessive, compulsive acts of masturbation, voyeuristic activities and pornographic assistance in fantasy. Then in his way of thinking, he is going back to being a good and sexual until the next time he is overwhelmed by his consciously denied sexuality. Jenny, you'll remember, was physically and emotionally abused most of her childhood, and has learned to see herself as a not-good person, who exists for the sadistic pleasure of others. She has no conscious sense of self beyond this. Privately she was only able to derive sexual pleasure from fantasies of self-inflicted pain, and now lives a lie about her relationship with an older man. She can not be honest about who she is, because she has learned to hate who she is. So, she lives a lie in every aspect of her being.

For both Jenny and Bill, any sort of personal healing will have to include sexual healing, in which they begin to see themselves as loved creatures of a loving God who are themselves capable of loving and being loved. They will have to move beyond the very demeaning views they have of themselves and their bodies, and begin to see the relationship between their views of sex and their views towards life.

It will take a lot of time and a lot of patient work, but nowhere near as long as it took to accumulate their current views. They are extreme (although, unfortunately, not very rare) cases, but in their lives can be found parallels for our own.

In order to be spiritually healthy, we need to appreciate and accept who we are at the core. If on any level we have learned that we are at the core is bad, we cannot begin to get spiritually healthy until we begin to address that issue. We can pretend; we can fake it; we can assimilate health. But we cannot begin to get spiritually healthy until we really begin to live.

Thus, for the Christian, the most important question about us is not what we do but who we are and how we are in relationship with others. What we do with our sexuality - our sexual morality - will flow from these basic understandings.

Next Week: Christian Sexual Morality.
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Omar Francisco Orea Ochoa, a member of a cult accused of committing ritual slayings along the U.S.-Mexico border, has died of a heart attack brought on by AIDS, the Mexico City attorney general's office said Monday.

The government said he died of a heart attack Sunday afternoon in the hospital at Mexico City's Santa Marta Scaldia federal penitentiary. Dr. Francisco Guerra Izquierdo at the hospital said the cardiac arrest was caused by AIDS.

Orea Ochoa, 25, was diagnosed as having the deadly disease in June, the attorney general's office said.

Before joining the cult, he was a journalism student at Mexico's National University.

Orea Ochoa reportedly was the lover of Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, the Cuban-born leader of the cult. Orea Ochoa was one of five cult members arrested May 6, when Constanzo ordered his own killing and that of another man when police began closing in on them in Mexico City.

Authorities believe the gang was responsible for the deaths of at least 13 people in and around Matamoros, across the Rio Grande from Brownsville, Texas, and several others in Mexico City. The April killing of Mark Kilroy, a Texas pre-medical student on a border town visit, was the most widely publicized of those murders.

Cult member Sara Aldrete said after her arrest that Constanzo had invited her to join the Santeria cult and asked her to practice voodoo rituals. They were designed in part to "protect" the gang's drug smuggling from Mexico into Texas.

Cult members originally were called "narcosatanics" under the assumption that their unusual rituals were connected to Satanism. After further investigation, it was determined that Santeria is a blend of Catholicism and old African beliefs that include animal sacrifices.

Gang members were charged with homicide, criminal association, wounding a police agent and damage to property.

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Until an unusual move, issued a statement denouncing the looting and refraining from criticism of the police. Other activists appealed to blacks to welcome Mandela in a dignified, non-violent manner.

At midday Monday, a white security guard in Johannesburg killed a man who was among a group of blacks that chased and carumeled him, carrying bricks and clubs, police said.

The group had been chanting slogans welcoming Mandela's release, the police said.

In Cape Town, a bomb blast damaged a ticket office at a stadium where an English cricket team is due to play this week in defiance of an international sports boycott.

Mandela said the white government's intention when it jailed him and other ANC leaders "was that we should be forgotten."

Instead, his release from prison was covered by journalists from around the world as an epic event that could lead to sweeping political change in South Africa.

Mandela said he had been conferring with government officials for the past three years on the prospect of negotiations with the ANC, as well as on the issue of freeing political prisoners.

"I have committed myself to the promotion of peace in the country. But I have done so as part and parcel of the decisions and campaign that have been taken by the ANC... The armed struggle is a defensive act against apartheid."

The ANC's bombing and sabotage campaign, launched by Mandela and his colleagues in 1961, has been nearly dormant in the past year, although the movement has refused to confirm that it is scaling back its military actions.

Mandela reaffirmed his support for continued economic sanctions until the government dismantles the institutionalized racism of apartheid. He also endorsed the ANC's commitment to nationalization of South Africa's mines.

**Africa**
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"I have committed myself to the promotion of peace in the country. But I have done so as part and parcel of the decisions and campaign that have been taken by the ANC... The armed struggle is a defensive act against apartheid."
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**ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A STUDENT LEADER?**
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**INFORMATIONAL MEETING**

Thursday, February 15
7:00 p.m. Foster Room, La Fortune

**MANDATORY MEETING**
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7:30 p.m. Sorin Room, La Fortune
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**MONDAY, MARCH 15 ELECTION DAY!!**
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*A Ritual cult slayer dies of AIDS related heart attack*

---

**Fire at Savoy Theatre**

AP Photo

A fireman looks down onto the burnt out remains of the stage of London's Savoy Theatre Monday after a fire swept through the 109-year-old theatre. Guests next door at the Savoy Hotel, including actor Richard Harris, were evacuated as a precaution. At one stage flames fanned by strong winds burst through the roof of the theatre up to 50 feet (15 metres). Nobody was injured during the fire.**
Riots break out in Tadzhikistan

MOSCOW (AP) — Riots broke out in the capital of Tadzhikistan during protests Monday against the resettlement of ethnic Armenian refugees in the Soviet Asian republic, official sources said.

One report said there were deaths and dozens of injuries. The official Tass news agency said the continent's last white government had taken a significant step but should still be isolated.

In London, Foreign Office Minister William Waldegrave said it was "vital to send a signal to the white community that President de Klerk's steps will find a response from the international community.

"If we don't provide any response at all ... you will surely blame us for condoning the white backlash, and we would lose de Klerk away," Waldegrave said in a television interview.

"We must support de Klerk's policy to a ban on tourism there. European nations whose positions mattered were the United States, Japan, West Germany and Britain — all major South African trading partners.

"It doesn't actually matter very much what the distant chorus says," said Waldegrave. "What really matters is that those who have influence show de Klerk that his line is going to get a response. If it doesn't, he will go completely.

Ireland, current president of the European Community, said it believed the trade bloc should maintain its embargoes. The relatively mild sanctions include bans on imports of coal, iron and gold coins.

"President de Klerk displays great moral courage ... but it is only a start," Irish Deputy Prime Minister Brian Lenihan said in Dublin.

Other big trading partners confined themselves to welcoming Mandela's release.
Ethiopia
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The rebels are known to have speedboats with cannons and machine guns.

The Eritrean Front offensive began Thursday after a full lasting nearly a year. Late last year, the rebels held peace talks in Atlanta and Nairobi, with former President Carter mediating.

Both parties agreed to meet again and seek an end to the 28-year-old war, Africa's longest, but set no dates.

The renewed fighting around Massawa effectively halted relief operations by the United Nations, which hoped to ship most of 700,000 tons of food through the port in the next few months to northern drought victims, mainly in Eritrea and its southern neighbor, Tigre.

The Eritrean offensive came as the government appeared to be regaining ground in the Tigrean rebels captured when they swept out of their strongholds in Tigre in late August and moved south and west into Wollo, Showa and Gunder provinces.

The Tigre and Eritrean fronts have different goals, but have coordinated their attacks in the past. The Eritreans want independence for their province, while the Tigreans seek President Mengistu Haile Mariam's ouster and the establishment of a government patterned after that of Albania, the last hard-line Marxist state in Eastern Europe.

Security plans for Columbia trip

WASHINGTON (AP) — A massive security operation is being assembled to protect President Bush and three Latin leaders from danger during a daylong drug summit in violence-wracked Colombia.

A wide array of defenses — some obvious and some not — are expected to be in place when Bush spends about six hours Thursday with the presidents of Colombia, Peru and Bolivia at a heavily guarded naval base near the coastal resort city of Cartagena.

Colombian authorities say 5,000 security agents will be deployed. Secret Service agents already are in place and more will fly in with Bush.

U.S. warplanes may be used to escort Air Force One and Bush's helicopter. In addition, U.S. warships likely will be stationed in the Caribbean to provide support.

"It's a serious environment to deal with," said William Hawthorne, who retired from the Secret Service in 1987 as executive assistant to the director.

"The fact that they're going tells me the Secret Service believes they can provide security in that environment. I'm not particularly worried," Hawthorne said.

Eight years ago, when Bush was visiting Colombia as vice president, a cache of dynamite was found buried along the runway at Bogota international airport after his plane took off. The Defense Ministry speculated at the time that leftist guerrillas had planted the explosives days earlier but were thwarted by security from getting close enough to detonate the dynamite on the day Bush left.

Brushing aside security concerns, Bush says he wants to go to Colombia as an expression of support for its president, Virgilio Barco, who is waging war against the country's drug lords.

"And I believe ... that the security of the president can be protected on this naval base, a place where the man (Barco) has his own home that is cut off from the mainland except by one entrance," Bush said last week.

Jerry Parr, who was head of President Ronald Reagan's protective detail, said that on a scale of one to 10, the danger to Bush was "probably a seven or an eight.

"It's risky to be president," said Parr, who in 1981 showed a wounded Reagan into a limousine and rushed him to a hospital after an assassination attempt. "You can't reduce all the risks.

"Anytime you take the president out of the United States, it's got a lot of unknowns about it, despite the fact you're going to do everything you can," Parr said.

Typically, the Secret Service sets up three concentric rings of security for the president, an intensely guarded inner circle, a middle circle and an outer perimeter, Parr said.

"The whole game will be to minimize the danger and reduce the killers' or the assassins' options. Since he is going, the Secret Service really has thought it out," Parr said.

Decoy limousines and helicopters have become standard fare in presidential security.

Mandela Wave

Nelson Mandela waves to thousands of supporters gathered in Cape Town's Grand Parade Square Sunday. The ANC leader was released earlier in the day after being imprisoned for 27 years.
Gorbachev speaks to East German leaders

WEST BERLIN (AP) — Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev told East German leaders that reunited Germany cannot belong to the NATO alliance, the United States and Western European nations, who oppose the idea of a neutral Germany with no ties to the Western military alliance.

East Germany, meanwhile, rejected a West German proposal to quickly merge the currencies of the two Germany's but did approve the principle of a single currency.

West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, trying to speed the push toward reunification, had urged a quick monetary union to ease what he said was a critical economic crisis in East Germany.

East German leaders on Monday asked the West German financial aid of up to $9 billion, but West Germany rejected the request. Finance Minister Theo Waigel said it made "no sense" to provide funds to a government that still did not decide to make fundamental changes and has not shown a "clear will of reforming.

About 70,000 East Germans turned out Monday evening for the weekly pro-democracy rally in Leipzig. Bonn carried West German flags and one banner read: "If the West German mark comes, we'll stay. If the West German mark doesn't show up, we'll go to join it."

Last year, 340,000 East Germans moved to prosperous, capitalist West Germany. They now stream West at the rate of 1,500 a day, making the economic chaos in East Germany even worse.

That exodus helped topple the hard-line East German government last year. The mass flight is now fueling a growing reunification movement, which Kohl has capitalized upon.

The remnants of the Communist government in East Germany, however, have been trying to slow the process.

Kohl and Hans Modrow, East Germany's Communist premier, are to meet in Rostow on Tuesday. In Brussels, foreign ministers of the European Community said Kohl would make Modrow an official offer of monetary union.

They said Waigel mentioned the plan at a meeting of European Community ministers Monday. No details were revealed.

Kohl said he got the "green light" for unification from Gorbachev during a weekend visit to Moscow, but the official East German news agency reported Monday the Soviet leader insisted that a united Germany stay out of NATO.

GENEVA (AP) — Thousands of people remain in prison eight months after China's army crushed the pro-democracy movement, and authorities continue to carry out arrests, torture and executions, a U.N. document alleged Monday.

The allegations appear in reports included in the document given to the Human Rights Commission by U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar. The commission is to consider human rights in China during its current six-week session, which began Jan. 29.

A letter from the Chinese government that is part of the 29-page document said authorities showed "almost tolerance and restraint in the face of illegal demonstrations" and described China's actions as "justified and legitimate."

Ambassador Li Luye, who signed the letter, said nearly 300 people were killed in the attack June 3-4 on Tiananmen Square, including members of the armed forces, and "Besides ruffians, a small number of onlookers were shot accidentally, which is regrettable."

Some unofficial estimates put the number of unarmed civilians killed by soldiers in the thousands.

In August, a U.N. panel of experts instructed Perez de Cuellar to "transmit...information provided by the government of China and by other reliable sources" to the Human Rights Commission.

One report in the document is from Amnesty International, the human rights group based in London. Despite the lifting of martial law Jan. 10, it said, China has not announced pardons for thousands of people imprisoned for taking part in pro-democracy demonstrations.

Chinese protestors still in prison

Two Trident 2 missiles launched Monday

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — The nuclear submarine Ten­nessee successfully launched two Trident 2 missiles just 20 seconds apart Monday, ending the Navy's three-year test pro­gram for the weapons.

The two 44-foot missiles were launched as the Tennessee cruised submerged in the At­lantic 200 miles off the Florida coast. The Navy reported both firings were successful, running the missile's string of successes to seven straight.

The first shot officially ended the test program, the second qualified the Tennessee to be­come the first submarine to go on operational patrol with 24 of the nuclear-tipped missiles.

The Navy says the Trident 2, priced at $26.5 million each, is more accurate than its undersea predecessors, Polaris, Poseidon and Trident 1. Published reports said the weapon's warheads can strike within 400 feet of their targets, compared with about 1,500 feet for the Trident 1.

The first launch Monday marked the final test flight for the Trident 2, completing a program which began in Jan­uary 1987 with a series of 19 launches from land, 15 of them successful. Nine submarine tests followed, all from the Tennessee and seven of them successful.

The second launch was called a "demonstration and shake-down operation," or DASO, which mainly tested the sub crew's ability to safely handle and launch the missile. Navy spokesman Pat Hicks said after each DASO is completed, a submarine is certified for de­ployment.

The Tennessee is scheduled to go on operational patrol in March with 24 Tridents, each capable of delivering up to 12 nuclear warheads to targets more than 4,600 miles away.

So many choices to make. So many things to consider: is it worth the effort will I be happy? Will I be fulfilled? Is the option I choose the right one? Am I doing what God wants? Is my life meaningful? Will I be happy? Will I be fulfilled?

If you're looking for life... not just a career, choose the Paulists.

The Paulists can offer you a life of commitment to people, helping to lead and款项传教活动. Life-long discipleship, spiritual and vocational means to spread the Gospel. Working with other Christians for un­derstanding and building a deeper understanding with other world regions.

For more information call 1-800-235-3465.

Dr. W. Trotter, John F. Dufy, C.S.P, Paulists Fathers Vocational Office 415 West 59th Street. New York, NY 10019
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Choose a life... not just a career.

Christmas in April

ATTENTION STUDENTS

Off Campus Sign-ups:

February 12 - 16 in North and South Dining Halls during lunch.
February 19 - March 5 at LaFaucbtone Information desk.

On Campus Sign-ups:

Now - March 5. Look for posters in respective dorms.

"Christmas in April 1990" will take place on April 7, in the Washington Street neighborhood.

This project needs your support!!!

QUESTIONS??? Please call:
Karen Crew Ban 1X367
Isabel Navarrete X1314
Lora Mangan X1314
Bob Schelbel X2544
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Dear Editor:

Sunday, an emergency meeting of the Student Senate voted 7-6 to order the ticket of Vinny Sanchez and Melissa Smith to take down the table tents promoting their campaign for student government which they placed in the dining hall a few hours before that day. Although the matter of table tents seems relatively trivial, it is a perfect example of why the student government process at Notre Dame needs reform.

The Student Senate’s decision was clearly opposed to both the spirit and letter of the rule in question, which states that posters may not be placed on the walls of the dining hall. In addition to honoring the rule, Sanchez and Smith had cleared their action with both the election committee and the Student Body President Matt Breslin. Furthermore, such table tents had been used for the past two years without protest.

Despite their efforts, a complaint was brought to Rask by two of the opposing tickets, those of Robert Pasin and Fred Tombar, and of Sigi Loya and Raja Singh. Rask upheld his previous ruling allowing table tents. Pasin and Loya, disillusioned with Rask’s ruling, called for an emergency meeting of Student Senate, which overrules the election committee’s calling for it to overrule Rask’s decision.

The Senate, by a 7-6 vote, overruled Rask and instructed Sanchez and Smith to remove the table tents. Pasin and Loya, both members of the Senate, chose to vote in the minority. Thus the vote went as the planners in their favor. Sanchez, who is also a member of the Senate, voted, but his vote was cancelled out.

The Senate, whether or not they had the legal right to make such a decision, was wrong to do so. Sanchez and Smith did absolutely everything correctly. They are unfair to the Senate that should penalize their campaign for the election process at Notre Dame needs reform.

N.O.W. used fallacy to argue abortion case

Dear Editor:

I attended the “Debate on Abortion” at Theodore’s on Feb. 5. Dr. Ellen Stecker (of South Bend N.O.W.), in her closing remarks, presented as one of her pro-choice arguments that the Catholic Church celebrates death by crucifixion in the Eucharist. This comment disgusted me. I hope it is evident to the members of the Notre Dame community that the Church celebrates life and resurrection through the sacrifice of the Eucharist. Dr. Stecker’s ignorant claim is a fallacy.

Any reasonable person will agree that conclusions based on untruths are completely irrational and untenable. If Dr. Stecker needs to support her argument with absurdities, the only conclusion one can logically draw is that the position she supports is absurd as well.

John F. Plumb

South Bend

Tuesday, February 13, 1990

Electoral marred by petty politicking

A practical Church might heal abortion ills

Editorial

Greg Jeffery’s column (The Observer, Jan. 29) was a refreshing departure from the mind-numbing disputation over abortion usually offered at Notre Dame. It was compelling to discover a man in the community prepared to confront the existential agony and the moral complexity of abortion with his feelings as well as his intellect.

Jeffery’s article also hinted at what we all know, if we are honest and humble, namely that the dogmatic road, pro-choice or pro-life, is leading nowhere. A pastoral pragmatism appears to be the only way out of the political swamp.

Columnist Thomas Blackburn, writing about abortion in a recent issue of the National Catholic Reporter, says: "The Supreme Court said only that anyone could have an abortion, the abortion opponents’ goal should be a society in which no one wants one." If the advocates of a constitutional amendment to criminalize abortion strive to achieve their goal, the fetus will surely have more protection than is presently the case. But will the amendment give us a society in which no one wants an abortion? How would we demonstrate good faith in this context to a desperate woman who absolutely cannot cope with her pregnancy?

Would Dears seek help— or would abortion be the easy way out? A constitutional weakness for moral absolutes over pastoral pragmatism hobbles it. Social justice—the political, economic, and psychological empowerment of women—is at the heart of the abortion issue.

While the Church is devilishly clever at advertising its commitment to social justice, its actual track record tells another story. It was mightily indifferent, when it was not openly hostile, to movements as various as the abortion of slavery, women’s suffrage and trades unions.

Moreover, churchmen recognize a paradox when they see one: arguing for more justice for women in the secular arena would sound plain silly coming from men whose Church is one of the best equal opportunity oppressors in business.

LETTERS

I’ll be back!”

Anita de Mello, S.J.
Living with a Mexican family has introduced me to a number of new dining experiences. My family enjoys drinking flour tortillas in place of bread. (I might be mistaken when I travel to Mexico City.) Video stores also feature many American shows that have been dubbed over in Spanish, I'll give you a hint as to what it is. I had to scrape off the taste buds before I could eat it. Even though I am willing to try just about any kind of food here, I have to admit that I don't know if I could ever get used to the taste of blood. Aside from the food and beverages of Mexico, I was also surprised by the amount of American influence in Mexican television and radio. Just about all radio stations play Mexican music, but when I travel to school in "camionetas" (which are Volkswagen vans), I almost always hear American music. And when I visited one of the local discotheques, I also heard many familiar tunes. For those Mexican households that have cable, ABC, NBC and CBS are available in English without subtitles, and there are also American shows that have been dubbed over in Spanish, such as "The Wonder Years" (Les anos Maravillosos), "Alf," "Batman," "The Flintstones" and "Gilligan's Island" (in which the skipper is called el capitán). Video stores also feature many American films in English with subtitles.

Overall, most aspects of Mexico City are uniquely Mexican, not American. The food and entertainment in Mexico are just a small part of what this city has to offer, and when you've been in another country for such a short period of time, you find yourself doing a lot of comparing and contrasting. But based on what I've seen so far, I think that just about anyone would enjoy a trip to Mexico City.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Chris Walker scored his 1,000th point in the final 71 seconds as Villanova stunned fourth-ranked Notre Dame in the winning second time this season with a 69-65 Big East Conference victory Monday night.

Walker made a 3-pointer with 1:11 left to finish the 1st period with his second free throw for a 58-56 lead. Lance Miller sealed the victory with a pair of free throws to snap 9-1 winning streak for Syracuse (18-4, 8-4). The 59th ranked Wildcats defeated their 39th and Villanova 28 percent since the first half.

Walker led Villanova in the first lead with the opening basket 2:46 into the second half when Greg Woodard scored off a break to put the Wildcats ahead 32-31. Rodney Taylor's basket at 3:34 gave Villanova a 34-31 lead but Syracuse came back with five points, including Michael Edwards' only two baskets of the game, to lead 56-34. Walker's 3-pointer put Villanova on top 57-34 and Syracuse failed on two final trips down the court, with Edwards and Billy Owens missing.

Syracuse went without a field goal for more than 7 minutes in the first half until Owens added a misfired free throw for a 23-17 at 4:37 to play. Taylor led Villanova with 14 and Edwards with 10 points for Ohio State. Derrick Coleman had 11 and Owens with 17 for Syracuse.

Villanova takes its first lead with the opening basket 2:46 into the second half when Greg Woodard scored off a break to put the Wildcats ahead 32-31. Rodney Taylor's basket at 3:34 gave Villanova a 34-31 lead but Syracuse came back with five points, including Michael Edwards' only two baskets of the game, to lead 56-34. Walker's 3-pointer put Villanova on top 57-34 and Syracuse failed on two final trips down the court, with Edwards and Billy Owens missing.

Syracuse went without a field goal for more than 7 minutes in the first half until Owens added a misfired free throw for a 23-17 at 4:37 to play. Taylor led Villanova with 14 and Edwards with 10 points for Ohio State. Derrick Coleman had 11 and Owens with 17 for Syracuse.

MichiganState 80
Iowa 70

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) - Kirk Manns tied his own Big Ten record of eight three-point baskets and scored 30 points Monday night to lead No. 23 Michigan State to an 80-70 victory over Iowa.

In beating Iowa for the second time this season, Michigan State 59-30, 9-2, with the fourth consecutive game for the Spartans, 10-4, and dropped their third straight. The Spartans scored 10 of the final 12 points of the first half for a 34-33 lead at the intermission and then scored the second half with a 9-2 run to lead 43-29 lead with 16:41 remaining. A three-point shot by Manns at the 14:41 mark made it 48- 32 and the Spartans took their biggest lead of the game, 39, on Manns' layup with 7:59 left. Manns, shooting 47 percent from three-point range, made eight of 13 and the record for a conference-high nine three-point baskets had eight three-pointers against Minnesota last Sunday. The record originally was set by Indiana's Jay Edwards against Minnesota on March 19, 1986. Mike Pekulowski added 12 points for Michigan State and was led by James Moe with 13. Hawkeye with 12 and Aric Earl with 10.

Duke 102, Stetson 67

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - Sixth- ranked Duke reached the 20- victory mark for the seventh consecutive season as it defeated Stetson 102-67 Monday night as Alaa Abdelnaby scored 18 points and 16 rebounds added 17. Nevada (9-15) kept pace for a while, taking a four-point lead midway through the first half and closed the gap to 47-44 at the inter- mission. But the Blue Devils (21-0, 13-0) - an NCAA tournament team last season - took control after the second half and blew the game open despite the loss of starter Alaa Abdelnaby, who sprained his left ankle in the first half. Stetson was never out for as much time as Duke.

With Henderson out, Bill Miller stepped up for the Redmen to take his points in the first 10 minutes of the second half to help Duke open a 27-2 lead.

"Bill picked us up," Coach Mike Krzyzewski said. "We haven't had a game like this, you need a player to step forward.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at theאתר http://www.observeronline.com or at the downtown office, 314 Lafayette, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the downtown office, Higgins Hall on College Avenue. All classifieds must be in desk by 3 p.m. to be in next day's paper. Classifieds is free to members of the Michigan State University campus community. The Observer reserves the right to edit classifieds for content or style. The Observer, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824, (517) 353-9000, e-mail classifieds@msu.edu

Ohio State (20-5, 9-3) won its fourth straight game and fourth consecutive game against the Buckeyes, 71-68. The Buckeyes scored the first 10 points of the game and led by as many as 12 in the first half but the second half was a disappointing end for the Buckeyes.

The Ohio State University men's basketball mobile ticketing services are now available. The mobile tickets will be delivered to the mobile phone number associated with your account in a text message. To purchase mobile tickets, visit the season ticket page on the OSU Athletics website, select the event and the ticket type, then follow the prompts to choose mobile tickets. For more information on mobile tickets, visit the mobile ticket information page.

The Ohio State University men's basketball mobile ticketing services are now available. The mobile tickets will be delivered to the mobile phone number associated with your account in a text message. To purchase mobile tickets, visit the season ticket page on the OSU Athletics website, select the event and the ticket type, then follow the prompts to choose mobile tickets. For more information on mobile tickets, visit the mobile ticket information page.
New Mexico St. breaks top 25, Kansas voted new No. 1

"There are a lot of good teams in the country jockeying to get in the poll," McCarty said. "We're just pleased to be in there." The Aggies replaced Indiana (15-6), which fell from the rankings after splitting two Big Ten games last week; a 74-71 loss at Michigan and a 98-75 home victory over Northwestern.

Meanwhile, Kansas and Missouri switched places as the 1-2 team. The two meet Tuesday night at Lawrence, Kan., with first place in the Big Eight at stake as well as the top spot nationally. Missouri won the first meeting this season, Kansas' only loss and one which ended the Jayhawks' two-week stay as No. 1.

The 1-2 matchup is the first since top-ranked North Carolina won at No. 2 Georgia Tech 78-77 on Feb. 4, 1986. Kansas (24-1) received 58 first-place votes and 1,570 points from a nationwide panel of sportswriters and broadcasters, while Missouri was named No. 1 on four ballots and had 1,442 points.

Missouri had been No. 1 for three weeks until losing at Kansas State 62-59 Thursday. The Tigers rebounded with a 107-85 win over Nebraska on Saturday. Georgetown and Syracuse each moved up two spots from last week, the Hoyas to No. 12 and the Orange to No. 14.

“Jamere Jackson, Tim Crawford, the leprechaun and years, New Mexico State has

ICEBERG DEBATES

Wednesday, February 14
9:00 p.m.

A debate on ROTC's Compatibility with Notre Dame's Christian Character will be held at a dorm near you.

Get out and support your team.

Racquetball Club will hold a meeting for anyone interested in playing during second semester. The meeting will be held in 343 Nieuwland on Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. Call x 2334 or x 2274 for more information.

Ski Club will meet to discuss the Winter Park spring break trip at 8 p.m. Thursday in 118 Nieuwland. Final payments, room selections and insurance forms will be taken at the meeting. Call x3662 or x2962 for more information.
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)—Buster Douglas returned to a boisterous hometown welcome Monday, then said it is "ludicrous," that anyone would dispute his claim as heavyweight champion.

Douglas knocked out previously unbeaten champion Mike Tyson in the 10th round Sunday in Tokyo. But the decision is now under review.

The World Boxing Association and World Boxing Council both awarded Tyson belts after Tyson and promoter Don King said referee Octavio Meyran took too long to count out Douglas after an 8th-round knockdown by Tyson.

The International Boxing Federation, however, has given its belt to Douglas.

"I don't exactly know what their beef is," Douglas said. "If they decide not to honor me as the heavyweight champion, it's ludicrous. I don't think it's right at all. They have no ground to stand on. You all saw the fight and you saw the results. It should stand."

Flanked by manager John Johnson and trainer J.D. McCauley, Douglas said if a mistake was made, he shouldn't be penalized for it.

Douglas said he was aware that he was scoring against Tyson.

"I got a little relaxed. I was in control of the fight. I got a little lackadaisical and I leaned over and got caught by one of his shots," he said. "It wasn't a shot that hurt me. It was more of a push. He throws his whole body through his punches. When I fell I was very coherent. I immediately picked up the count. Then, the count was six, so I just got up at eight and was ready to continue."

After standing, he took one step toward Tyson before the bell sounded to end the eighth round.

"Before the seventh or eighth round, we had talked about the only thing (Buster) was doing in the fight that we could criticize was he was relaxing a little bit up close," Johnson said.

"He had Mike Tyson on the ropes and had him beat and he relaxed and got knocked down."

"James Douglas did get knocked down, but Mike Tyson did get knocked out."

Douglas entered the fight as such a heavy underdog that Las Vegas oddsmakers were not even taking bets on the 29-year-old, called "a journeyman" by reporters.

"I don't have anything to say to them," Douglas said of his doubters. "It's always been like that. They don't know what a man has on his mind. I came to fight, as always."

Fans gather to cheer Buster

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)—Fans of Buster Douglas brandished signs, donned newly made T-shirts and carried an effigy of a battered Mike Tyson on Monday as Douglas returned to his hometown.

"It came out here to see Buster," said Rodney A. Wright, of Columbus, who played against Douglas in a youth football league. "I have seen a heavyweight champ before, but never one from Columbus, Ohio."

Wright was one of about 5,000 cheering supporters who crowded a gate at Port Columbus International Airport to greet Douglas, who founded boxing experts on Sunday with his 10th-round knockout of Tyson. It was Tyson's first defeat in 38 fights.

But two of boxing's three governing bodies suspended Douglas' victory, pending review to determine if Douglas received a long count when Tyson knocked him down in the eighth round.

The International Boxing Federation said it recognized Douglas as the champion, but the World Boxing Council and the World Boxing Association suspended the result pending their investigation. They could order a rematch.

Several supporters carried signs praising Douglas or belittling Tyson, and an entrepreneur was ready with T-shirts that read, "World Champion, Buster," complete with the city's skyline and a likeness of Douglas.

James "Buster" Douglas (right) returned home after knocking out Mike Tyson in the 10th round in Tokyo over the weekend. Tyson, returning from the first loss of his professional career, downplayed the defeat.

Tyson: never unbeatable again?

NEW YORK (AP)—Mike Tyson was just another fighter, bludgeoned to his hands and knees, his mouthpiece askew between his teeth, his left eye blown up like a purple souffle. Suddenly, the world wondered: Will he ever be anything but ordinary again?

"When push came to shove, and he reached down, he came up with empty hands," Madison Square Garden matchmaker Bobby Goodman said.

This was not the Mike Tyson the world had seen. He looked out of shape, sluggish and uninspired. He says he has lost before, that he has come back before. But all that happened before he turned pro in 1985, three months before his 19th birthday.

"It's no big deal," he said when he returned to the United States on Monday from Tokyo, where less than two days earlier he was knocked out in the 10th round by Buster Douglas.

It was his first loss in 36 pro fights, the first time he'd ever been knocked down as a pro.

Certainly, future opponents need never again regard Tyson as invincible, but how will he see himself? Is he a beaten man, or can he come back?

"I think he's already in the process of convincing himself that, when he goes into his next fight, he can't lose," said Dr. Eric Margernau, New York sports psychologist who has met and spoken with Tyson.

"And I don't think it will take him very long to do."

Tyson's promoter and advisor, Don King, has protested the decision because of an apparent long count on a Tyson knockdown of Douglas in the eighth round. Still, the Douglas knockout was real, and there was damage.

"Don King has destroyed Mike financially, he's certainly hurt his image, and now he's effectively damaged his career," said Bill Cayton, who said has a contract to manage Tyson but is not allowed to speak to him.

"I hope he realizes what a disaster King's machinations they're not alone in feeling the way they do."

"King has destroyed every athlete that came to him in the last seven years," Muhammad said.
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EDUCATION IN THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

A PROGRAM ARRANGED BY DEAN JOHN KEANE
FOR FRESHMEN WHO WISH TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
A MAJOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
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Owners predict worst
tual certainty it will happen,“ Fehr said of the owners’ planned lockout. “It’s not my impression that the situation has changed at all.”

“I don’t have any reason to disagree with Don as far as logistics go,” O’Connor said. “I have no reason to believe this can be settled quickly, but I am always optimistic when we’re talking.”

The two sides had not met since last Wednesday and neither cared to characterize these talks, the 20th session. There hadn’t been hints that the owners might modify their proposals—perhaps even drop their pay-for-performance formula—although there was no outward indication that it happened.

“It’s my impression we’re where we were yesterday and the day before and the day before that,” Fehr said. “But I didn’t expect any breakthroughs today.”

O’Connor did not attach any meaning to the relatively short meeting. “I think the 45 minutes was what both sides needed,” O’Connor said.
Men's tennis perfect over weekend

Tennis team does not lose a single set at Eck Pavilion

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

How much can one team accomplish in one day of competition? After playing 14 straight hours of collegiate tennis at the Eck Pavilion on Saturday morning, day and night, the Notre Dame men's tennis team emerged not only with fatigued bodies but also with three convincing victories that left its opponents defeated.

The Irish did not lose one set over the entire day against Western Michigan, Southern Illinois and Bowling Green. Admittedly, these are lesser teams, but the Irish blanked Western Michigan 9-0, Southern Illinois 6-0, and Bowling Green 6-0. The Southern Illinois and Bowling Green matches were confined to singles competition because of time restraints.

"We tested our depth, got three wins and everyone should feel good about themselves," said Bayliss, commenting on his constant lineup shuffling of the day. "We are as deep as we thought we were. We have some bonified performers including freshman Chris Wojtalik who we know can count on in the future."

The Notre Dame Quadrangular enabled Bayliss to play some of those athletes who usually do not find themselves in the lineup, while still pitting the team against traditional opponents. "With the NCAA limit on the number of playing days, we are forced to play some double-headers and even triple headers to maintain the traditional teams," said Bayliss. "We are trying to work in context that we are playing a national schedule and continue to play regional teams."

"Playing everyone helps the confidence of the lower guys," said Bayliss. "These guys work just as hard as those who play regularly so it is good to get them in the mix."

The Quadrangular also was a nice breather in the most challenging Notre Dame schedule in recent times. On the horizon, the Irish will battle the Drake and Wake Forest Thursday night at 6:30 p.m. at the Eck Pavilion. The weekend will bring Colorado, Iowa, and Ball St. to Notre Dame.

NBC has pay-per-view Olympics

NEW YORK (AP) — NBC will supplement its 150 hours of 1992 Olympic coverage with more than 600 hours of secondary sports and trials on pay-per-view cable. It marks the first time a major U.S. network will box shows exclusively on pay-per-view.

Under an agreement by the Cablevision System Corp. and NBC, viewers will pay between $100 and $150 to get access to coverage from events not available on the network.

It will concentrate on 10-12 sports, showing preliminaries in such major events as track and field and swimming; basketball; baseball; boxing and what the network called specialty sports such as equestrian and water polo.

"The cable coverage will be available 24 hours a day, live and taped, on as many as three channels at once," the petition? McGraw says her team has rejuvenated her squad. "We're ready to play," McGraw insists.

"We tested our depth, got three wins and everyone should feel good about themselves," said Bayliss, commenting on his constant lineup shuffling of the day. "We are as deep as we thought we were. We have some bonified performers including freshman Chris Wojtalik who we know can count on in the future."

The Notre Dame Quadrangular enabled Bayliss to play some of those athletes who usually do not find themselves in the lineup, while still pitting the team against traditional opponents. "With the NCAA limit on the number of playing days, we are forced to play some double-headers and even triple headers to maintain the traditional teams," said Bayliss. "We are trying to work in context that we are playing a national schedule and continue to play regional teams."

"Playing everyone helps the confidence of the lower guys," said Bayliss. "These guys work just as hard as those who play regularly so it is good to get them in the mix."

The Quadrangular also was a nice breather in the most challenging Notre Dame schedule in recent times. On the horizon, the Irish will battle the Drake and Wake Forest Thursday night at 6:30 p.m. at the Eck Pavilion. The weekend will bring Colorado, Iowa, and Ball St. to Notre Dame.

A's sign Canseco

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)—Jose Canseco agreed Monday to a one-year, $2 million contract with the Oakland Athletics, a $400,000 raise over last year but well shy of the huge totals other superstars have received this winter.

The right fielder had been scheduled to have an arbitration hearing in Los Angeles on Wednesday. He was seeking $2.2 million while the A's were offering $1.6 million, the same as last year.

Canseco, 25, hit .269 with 26 home runs and 57 RBIs in 1989 after missing the first half of the year with a broken left hand. The 1988 American League Most Valuable Player hit .348 with one italic所在的字为和3 RBIs in the A's playoffs against Toronto and hit .327 with a home run and 3 RBIs against San Francisco in the World Series.

His 1990 salary will match that of teammate Rickey Henderson, making the out-fielders technically the team's highest-paid players. But both Henderson and Stewart, whose salary is $850,000 this year, recently got hefty signing bonuses with multi-year, multimillion-dollar deals that Canseco could not attain.

...
Tuesday Lecture Circuit


4:30 p.m. Lecture, "The Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem Nine Years later," Bill Jacob, University of California. Second Floor Math Building. Coffee 4:00. Sponsored by Kenna Lectures in Mathematics.

Tuesday Campus

7 p.m. Film, "The Moderns," Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by ND Communication and Theatre.


Wednesday

12:10 p.m. Closed meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous. Holy Cross House.

Menus Notre Dame

Irish Fried Flounder
Pasta Bar
Garden Veg Quiche
Hot Meatloaf Sandwich

Across

1 Lend a hand
5 Dear soul
9 Mom's order re eating
13 A S
18 Big name in essay writing
24 TV judge
25 "Pride," for one
26 Noah Webster's Torts
30 Cross as —
31 As to some adenoids
32 Scott's negative
35 Vacillates
38 Harmering
40 Church
41 Grant Wood.
42 Deliberately colorful
44 This layer, as of plastic
45 Happened to
46 Phrase in some fast foods

Down

1 "Guffaw, guffaw!"
2 Jack of TV's "The Dakotas"
3 One of Judy's girls
4 Be worthwhile
5 Admit
6 "Oh, woo!"
7 Golconda
8 Terrible
9 Small groups
10 "...rye (deli offering)"
11 Upper crust
12 Heron, for one
13 Millennial Church members
14 "Step!"
15 Director
16 Singing syllables
17 Weather prediction in Aug.
18 Doctors' org.
19 Director
20 "...lay me down..."
21 Licorice flavoring
22 Tear a passion to tatters
23 Hide
24 TV judge
25 "Pride," for one
26 Noah Webster's Torts
30 Cross as —
31 As to some adenoids
32 Scott's negative
35 Vacillates
38 Harmering
40 Church
41 Grant Wood.
42 Deliberately colorful
44 This layer, as of plastic
45 Happened to
46 Phrase in some fast foods

Answer to previous puzzle

Across

1 Sdngbird
25 Pamper
26 Competent
27 A Sparks
28 Clever
29 All right
30 Nobleman's title
31 Bates or King
32 "...lay me down..."
33 Writer Ferber
34 Writer Ferber

Down

1 25
2 11
3 11
4 11
5 11
6 11
7 11
8 11
9 11
10 11
11 11
12 11
13 11
14 11
15 11
16 11
17 11
18 11
19 11
20 11
21 11
22 11
23 11
24 11
25 11
26 11
27 11
28 11
29 11
30 11
31 11
32 11
33 11
34 11
35 11
36 11
37 11
38 11
39 11
40 11
41 11
42 11
43 11
44 11
45 11
46 11
47 11
48 11
49 11
50 11
51 11
52 11
53 11
54 11
55 11
56 11
57 11
58 11
59 11
60 11
61 11
62 11
63 11
64 11
65 11
66 11
67 11
68 11
69 11
70 11
71 11
72 11
73 11
74 11
75 11
76 11
77 11
78 11
79 11
80 11
81 11
82 11
83 11
84 11
85 11
86 11
87 11
88 11
89 11
90 11
91 11
92 11
93 11
94 11
95 11
96 11
97 11
98 11
99 11
100 11
101 11
102 11
103 11
104 11
105 11
106 11
107 11
108 11
109 11
110 11
111 11
112 11
113 11
114 11
115 11
116 11
117 11
118 11
119 11
120 11
121 11
122 11
123 11
124 11
125 11

CALVIN AND HOBBES BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE GARY LARSON SPELUNKER JAY HOSLER

Join us for the first An Tostal General Meeting

Intended for all those interested in planning events

Tuesday, February 13
8:00 P.M.
Library Auditorium
The men’s and women’s fencing teams overcame Ohio State.

Freshman Coyle qualifies to track world championships

By KEN TYSIAK
Sports Writer

Notre Dame freshman John Doyle won the Junior Division World Championship Qualifying Cross Country trials this past Saturday in Seattle to become eligible to represent the United States in the World Championships in France on March 24.

Doyle, who ran this fall on the Notre Dame men’s cross country team, managed to win on a short course which measured only 5,700 meters. Most cross country courses are 8,000 meters long.

Doyle was not kidding, however. "He made it known that he wanted to run against the best in the world," said Connelly.

"Playing against the best competition in the world will definitely be a learning experience," said Doyle. "You can't put a price tag on experiences like this. It will definitely be worthwhile."

"Everybody's really excited for John," said Connelly. "He's a good kid, and he's worked really hard for this."